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ABSTRACT
‘This papd prqwsos a method for reducing the criticd elactriuai .oeak .newer shurtue
in the U.S. without
adding further to the atmospheric and surface water WIisho*. Ah,
very sndi amounts of surf-facr: al%22 alY 11~9
qriired am! it will reduce the consomptiun oi’ our earth’s
mpiliy dimhlahirlg
rnil‘eral reS*“rL!Cb.
hl’ md,st abundant and iimitkss
natural resource,
solar energy, can provide over 250,O”O kw of electl-ical
r,~~ei~ per sqtiuare mile, (equivalent to the NYC Indian
Point Nuciaar Plant) using todays solar cell technology.
It is pr’oposed to ELmt a “Solar Rug” on B helium mattres, botwaaii Xi.0011 and 70,000 fedt, above rhe major
tines in the U.S., weli out of the weather and its dis;uhnxas,
to ~,~~lantant the j,eak pow.+r den~~aridsduring
ihr: da.yh!$i hwrs.

:~s‘cui&ti;~~,,~ ;?i,<,wLl‘liL 6 fx]tmL~G,‘dL *iiiilt;dsS ii.,;
I‘AL i,,iCk <an supp<,rI ,O,“ixJ L,,‘,S ai %>,:i,,,, ,CG;I eIzvrrl*Jli,
suxi ~:ient to provide for B rnanr~ird powc~~ ,~XLUUL
!‘Jm,e swt?ra, tid,,&ts Of ‘k iilL:, wii wqure Bome
n.nj.:ir sngin~aring dweiopmxi,
a Loge prolkwtion of
Lh!S h&d airezdy- bee, . iiLic,e on a s:mdi~lr scdk u, ttrti
:x d,lxliy
i k, ,LA‘~ili

.i~,,>iidd I,:, sl;*ving
p>‘i<:‘:Ls.

The ‘U.S. and other popuiaied parts of the world are
faced wirh a miti(:al shorrage of electrical power be~u‘niirg L‘, lk iu7n d. PI.RBCIIt n.e‘b”ds cf ‘i,“MC:” genii;*li,,i, ,rL’<z‘ial I;,<;piz# up Will, L!W .r<r;:iM!s; wii:r,f ;rlU
dbubhng every ten y.sLrs. In addSm,ii Lii this w~e’“L
pow”” shortage, tt,* ~,o,,“anuo*,ai ~‘wv‘x g;ariuraring sysifmlJ art: major i;“ntl~ihut<!rs b g!iii:iLt ~.~“:iuiiuiL.
1.. P. GsauL!lier Of Texsoo, IL;. mzde a cum~wthensi”,
sNldy Of snergy conauK,ptio* ,n the us, from iaoio ta
projections as far ahead as 22011AD (1). Bis study, suiti-

,... - -

(1) 2. P. GUUC~~P“~nargy
U.S.”

gcir
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marked in Figurr: 1, shows that means olhzr thu iob:,!!~
fuei, nuclear 01 hydnxkcrric
must be &rilir,k:
b,,~j/(i
“I& cmergy ta our ccLmorl,y Miibkn ttit LiXt 5! j C‘.“L !!
1s possible that dus tt, the gre;rr c:i>,,a2riti i.~.i u_,L’ii: I:;~ ,~
a now puhtion fret poser generation :,roui?J ,WL!lhi,
encoura~.cii irr.m,?iateiy.
During Lnr IJ’7WS, ,;,ss,: ruri pi.h~L! j’.:IF
1,:’
coui~t for ttc majbr soulcr of ziriirisai
pc;wLi $‘GiWtiiii
the nuckar power pid~~ts will bi :i~:~ua;,liig <iial +i
,entagt

portion

steadi,)

rnroug~h the tilrr~ UI ifi& c:l;iiiu~y,

as show,, in Table 1. F’rssi, fuei pk,,;t, &~,L,>LI,Xiix ;I:.~,
l/2 of our present
SO, and i/4 of the partic&t.i&ii: ib!:’
lutmr~ in the U.S. IrL 4ddition tn hd~t, fossi: fur:i ~;i.wi~i
dump n,i,iii:!ru of ‘,,i,i ,,,1 water vq,<,r, C::ii, i%, ‘GiiG
ir,to the ax. Tbc inii-ua~clii,ri ;~i llir: UU:~LL ~p.:..L:. :i~,,
Gle&d Scll,ruu ii,\.;~‘i.d ~.‘ubiw~ 1‘5 LiL ‘d,.LL’mi i!i ~~~~.
as ,AJe,i as iI,ii~dwG~d III‘cI’3ar pu*ililai&>, ‘W,iiili Li.G 1.._. ,~,
yet undetermioo,i aftwls on the icuL:tsj
‘l_ill .x;. I L;
,luc,ear W~a3~ 11~1,111
!:i,; :ttwn:i [,il’Y;,i i,~i:,..:i t
pr,>n,em WhiCi, i”,,, i,,li:“i:ii; i-ev<,;e ill :..; i,~\rl :
:i <:_.i,.
iutul.u. Erede,lt [,YW‘Al’&m;a hv~‘:‘:Ic, &I/ .~dz;!i.,.,
ii,,,usa,lds iit :i<rre ,,f ~;i~v,;i>d,<;i. :‘k:::< :i. L: :::.~~,z:
imus, Wh21L ha”‘ wxcnl?y C&U6<,!!ri2.il _~,;_., ~::~ .~.
prorest ty the citizem “f I,“P inn*.
MGSL .,f ti,r i;h.il,x Lr,,rri li>l il;iicLr:ic:,.ii .: li ~’
tiun, iGave ttlr, U.l,i,ilii..~ a*,,, 0‘. U..il~‘L: 15 irw;:,!. it,: 1 (.
nir*g out of rivers which c:an ix lijeIl Ikr~ ~UYIYI p~~:lui
tion. actually, the electrmh, enr;r&y 1s ,ie‘x%X! ill tii.3
b&h p,)pul&&,,i ,&r.si~y ~~~~~~w,,i:1.<?h;’ ii, :jl :: j I .‘i_:t_, .~
and where it is wasteful to tie it up fsx Sat +~rwar
ii.
any event, as shown on Table 1, the hydroeiaetric
iiistallations
wmuld provide only a very smail pelc2i%~gi
“i tne &crr-wa!

eliel ;;y :xeedul

11: ix

C.3. i:~:.....:~:.~ i,~,

ttim <,i rhe i-e~LtuL’~~,

-&--f
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experienced in providing sufficient electrical
service in
the densely populated regions of the U.S., especially
along the Eastern sea-board.
Figure 2, clearly shows
the troubled areas (3). Even in regions where the power
availability
is considered good, the large cities within
these regions, such as Minneapolis, St. Paul, St. Louis
and Chicago, are rated potential candidates for brown or
blackouts.
Peak demands cn electrical power usually ocour on
extremely hot days between the hours of noon and 7 PM.
During the summer of 1969 it was estimated that between
25 and 35% of the peak load on these hot days was due to
space conditioning (2).
The reserve
along the Eastern
in 1965 to nearly
being built quickly
creasing demand

capacity to take care of
seaboard has decreased
9% in 1970. New power
enough to keep up with
of the consumer.

CONCEPT

An examination of the many m&hods of generating
electricity
shows that the only way to do this without
planet pollution of some kind, is the direct conversion of
solar energy. NC gaseous effluents, no thermal unbalance, nor any other type of disagreeable pollutant is generated when using solar energy. Furthermore,
solar
energy is inexhaustable and costs exactly nothing as a
“fuel”.
While solar energy on the ground is influenced by
seasonal, day/night cycles, and by weather, it is possible
to get above the weather and to take advantage of full
snnli@,t. Ascending to a height of 50,000 to 70,000 feet,
it is possible to get out of most of the weather problems.
By moving farther and farther north until one reaches
the North Pole, the sunlight period increases, reaching
100% sunshine hours from March 21 through September
21. This, however, requires the transmission
of power
over many hundreds of miles to reach the populated
regions of North America.
If the power station is located
over a city it would be analogous to a power dam some 10
to 15 miles from the urban area.
While the problem of 24 hour service has not been
solved, there would be abundant power available to cover
(3) “Warning:
Low Voltage”
1970 p. 123

To help relieve the critical electric power shortage,
it is proposed that a solar power scarce be used to supplement the power network during peak power periods.
Fewer fossil fuel and atomic reactors would thus be
needed, and a considerable step could be made to reduce
planet pollution. Eventually, a large segment of the
electrical power needs of the populated world could he
derived from such solar powered systems, improving
cur atmosphere, eliminating thermal and nuclear waste
pollution, and conserving cur rapidly diminishing fossil fuels for Other purposes.

the peak demands
from about 16%
stations are not
the ever in-

A means of generating large quantities of electrical
power during the peak demands, which are close to the
high population centers, is urgently needed. Further, the’
generators should not pollute the atmosphere or water
bodies, and preferably not use up much valuable real
estate. The cost of such a system should be competitive
with conventional electric power generating methods as
well.

GENERAL

the peak periods, e.g., the hours between noon and 7 PM
during the summer, when the threat of blackout is
greatest.

Newsweek Magazine May 18,

THE CONCEPT
Several methods of converting solar energy directly
into electricity
have been extensively studied for our
space program:
solar cells, thermoelectrics,
and
thermicnics.
The method proposed here is to use solar
cells made of silicon cc some other thin film material
such as CdS.
A “Solar rug”, illustrated
in Figure 3, supported by
a helium inflated “mattress”
could be floated at an elevation between 50,000 to 70,000 feet which is above the
weather disturbances found near the ground. This is also
well above the 40,000 foot ceiling of present day oommercial jet aircraft.
Solar Array
The solar cell array would be made up of mass prcduced cells about 4 rails in thickness mounted on a
plastic substrate and connected so as to generate an appropriate dc high voltage. Using today’s conversion efficiencies of 7 percent at 50-C, over 250,000 kw of raw
dc power would be generated from a 1 square mile area.
Perhaps passive or even active cooling techniques could
be incorporated into the design which would enhance the
power output even more. If the array could be maintained
at a temperature
of VC, for example, a 25 percent increase in power output could be extracted from the solar
arrays.
The proper interconnecting
conductors and insulation would be required to avoid the corona discharge
phenomena associated with these altitudes.
At the elevations mentioned,, energetic particle radiation would not be a problem, but the strong UV light
would have to be taken into consideration to avoid material degradation.
The array would be oriented to acme degree with the
rising and setting of the sun so as to take advantage of
maximum power output. Appropriate
catwalks or ladders
would be provided so that the array could be serviced as
needed. A properly designed array, however, should be
serviceable for many years because it would be away

from weather,
radiation.

animal life, and harmful

energetic

particle

Power

Transmission

to the Ground

Two methods are considered for transmitting
power
to the ground. One involves tethering the mattress by
special high tensile strength cables and conducting the
dc power to the ground as illustrated
in Figure 6. This
method, while possibly feasible, is unattractive because
of the hazard of long tethers suspended from the mattress which must sustain severe near ground weather
conditions.
They would also be a hazard should they
break.

Mattress

The supporting mattress would be made up of balloon
sections of appropriate size, shape, and material, approximately
100 ft x 100 ft x 100 ft, as shown in Figure 4,
capable of being interconnected or assembled either on
the ground or at high elevations.
The cavities of the
mattress, made of polyethylene or other suitable materials about 5 mils thick, would be filled with a lighterthan-air gas, such as helium or hydrogen. Calculations
for a mattress one mile square and 100 ft thick show
that about 4000 ft3 of helium per day would be diffused
through its exposed surface; an amount easily supplemented at the power station. A purification
system connected to the various balloon sections by a manifold
would permit refinement of the lifting gas as well as replace lass. Provisions would also be made for repair on
the spot of any leaks or punctures which might occur on
the mattress.

Another
technique is to conve+ the dc power to
microwave frequencies, and beam the power to a receiving station on the ground, The solar rug power station would then be a free floating body. Recent research
(5) in the microwave transmission
of power has shown
that conversion, transmission,
and reconversion may be
better than 80 percent efficient in the near future. Should
this technique be used, then some power conversion
machinery would be required on the solar rug to convert
the dc to high frequency power. Reference (6) further
discusses this concept.

A mattress 1 mile square and 100 feet thick could
support 10,OOfl tons at a 50,000 foot elevation, which is in
approximately
0.1 atmosphere.

Microwave antennas, designed for most efficient
transmission
of power on orientable mounts would be
suspended beneath the mattress in the proper numbers
and sizes. See Figure 3. The intensity of the microwave beam(s) would be up to 50 times that of solar energy so that aircraft and animal life should not venture
into the beam. Appropriate
safety precautions would
have to be taken to prevent such accidents.

The mattress would require 2.78 x 10’ ft3 of 1 atm
pressure Helium. Approximately
1 billion Et’ of Helium
is recovered each year by the Bureau,of Mines (4) and
ovw 15 billion ft3 is presently stored in the Cliffside
field underground reservoir near Amarillo,
Texas. Perhaps ewn more helium could be recovered per year if
needed or possibly a mixture of helium-hydrogen
could
be used under the conditions stated herein.

Stabilization

and Control

The solar rug would be provided with a stabilization
and control system for station keeping and to provide
orientation to the sun for the solar array. During the
daylight hours, plenty of electrical power would be available for this system. At night an auxiliary powered unit
would be needed, either run on batteries or fossil fuel.

Frame Work
Above, below, and between each of the mattress segments, see Figure 5, an I-beam frame or structure would
be assembled, either on the ground or at the higher elevations, to secure the mattress segments and make a
reasonably rigid structure for supporting the solar array.
Lightweight materials would be used in all frame oonstruction such as aluminum, magnalium, or magnesium.
The frame could be secured together with rivets, nuts
and bolts, or by welding techniques commonly used today.
Certain sections or cubes of the mattress would be left
vacant, and within the void a power substation would be
built to gather the electrical power from the array and
to put it into the proper form for transmission
to the
ground.

Since the solar rug is still in partial atmosphere,
perhaps propellers or jet engines could be used for
stabilization
and orientation.
Life Support
The solar rug could be a manned power station as
if it were on the ground. Compressors to provide air at
near 1 atmosphere would be provided.
The “stationauts”
would wear protective clothing capable of providing the

(5) Ernest C. Okress, ed “Generation, Transmission,
Rectification”
Miwowave Power Engineering Vol. I
Academic Press, 1968
(8) Peter Glaser, “Satellite Solar Power Station” The
Journal of Solar Energy Science and Technoloc

(4) Philip F. Myers, Tethered Balloon Handbook, Goodyear Aerospace Corp., Dept of Commerce publication AD 685183 p. 162 done under USAF Contract
F19628-67-C-0145

vol.
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necessary shielding against the UV and for supporting
breathing.
The “Stationat”
would necessarily
have to
wear a parachute as a safety measure in cam of a fall.
All of these devices have already been developed in the
space program.
Actually, the “stationaut”
would be
safer than a man working on a tall building because of the
large amount of time he would have to activate his safety
equipment in the case of a fall.
Servicing

Solar Rug

The solar power station would be manned to insure
proper operation and allow for maintenance and repair.
The solar rug would be ascended to by a balloon gondola
with a propulsion system. At 50,000 feet this should require about 40 minutes from the ground.
Weight Estimates
Insufficient engineering has been done on this concept
to establish absolute weight requirements.
However,
some estimated values are given in Table 2.
Designs of solar arrays on 1 to 2 mil thick Ii&on
substrates weighing 0.1 lb/ft2 have already been developed. Solar array for this concept must be produced
in enormous quantities under highly automated processes
as illustrated in Figure 7. A square mile, 27.6 million
square feet, would weigh about 1,400 tons.
The weight of the helium “mattress”
is based on 5
mil thick heavy density polyethylene.
Most balloons attaining 80,000 to 120,000 feet are made of 1 to l-l/Z Neil
thick polyethylene.
The 100 ft x 100 ft x 100 ft gas containing bags were made extra thick to reduce the Helium
gas leakage to an acceptable level. Thus 2,200 tons is
allowed for the weight of the 2,800 cubes which make up
the mattress.
The mattress framework, wiring and insulation for
the solar array is estimated at 3,000 tons. This allows,
about 2 Ibs per running foot of frame work spaced about
50 feet apart and allowing for vertical members st the
corners of each gas containing cube. Materials like
magnalinm would reduce this weight by at least 700 tons.
Actually the shape of the station might be considerably
different than depicted in this paper especially when aeradynamic pressures are considered.
Figure 8 depicts the
variation of dynamic pressure as a function of altitude.
About 1,000 tons is allowed for several power station
structures which would collect the dc power and either
conduct it to the ground or convert the dc to microwave
frequencies.
The power conditioning is estimated at 1
lb/kw or 125 tons, which is considered conservative.
Units today weigh nearer to 0.3 or 0.5 Ib/kw.
1,000 tans is allowed far either tethers or microwa”e antennas. A trade-off of voltage and current muSt
be made to reduce the weight of tethers so they can withstand their weight as well as the buffeting associated with

storms. If microwaves are used to transmit the power
to the surface, then all the antennas projecting beneath
each of the power collection stations must not exceed the
1000 tons allowed for this purpose.
To maintain the power station over the proper receiver on earth will require a stabilization
and control
system. 100 tons has been allowed for this. It is desirable during different seasons of the year to raise or lower
the station in order to seek the optimum altitude for the
lowest wind profile.
The life support for the stationauts could be done for
about 100 tons of equipment including air compressors,
water supply, heat and sewa@. Each man would be provided with a “space suit” adapted for the station environment and equipped with an air compressor, heater, and
parachute in the event of a fall.
This leaves about 1,075 tons to be distributed around
where needed to make up the 10,000 ton lifting ability of
the helium mattress.
Some flexibility
is possible by making the “mattress”
thicker or thinner to adjust its lifting
capability.

MAJOR PROBLEM

AREAS

While the general state of technology now exists to
construct the described solar rug power station, cansiderable development is required to adopt the technology
to this specific use.
Low cost Solar Arrays
Silicon solar arrays, in hundred square feet qua&ties, cost several hundred dollars per watt. Considerable
reduction in price per watt is anticipated when millions
of square feet are to be made. In all probability
solar
cell construction methods would be highly automated and
might resemble the conceptual process shown in Figure
7, rather than the jewelry industry approach presently
used to fabricate solar cells. TO be competitive with
current commercial processes for generating electrical
power, the solar array will have to come down more than
2 orders of magnitude in cost.
A study should be made to ascertain the facilities
and processes needed to manufacture solar arrays for
less than $1.00 per watt.
Mattress

Structural

Design

The structure to hold together the helium mattress
is illustrated
conveniently in Figure 3 as either a square
or circular area. In all probability
this would not be
dynamically suitable since the solar rug would be subjected to certain wind loads and stresses even though the
atmospheric density is quite low. Perhaps a dirigible
shape is better suited for the proposed station. A study
to optimize the design is therefore needed.

Transmission

Table

of Power to the Ground
electric

This is probably one of the mast difficult problems to
be solved. While designs exist for tethers greater than
100,000 ft in length, its quite another matter to design me
which can conduct large amounts of electrical power and
survive surface storms as well. A trade-off of conductor
size and voltage will have to be made.

Utility

1

Requirements
For u.s.*

and Supply

-1.570
Hydroelectric

68 (10%)

83 ( 7%)

4 ( 1%)

24 ( 4%)

65 ( 5%)

16 ( 5%)

27 ( 4%)

42 ( 3%)

261 (76%)

3.99 (60%)

562 (45%)

- 12 ( 3%)

-150 (22%)

“9

344

668

Internal Combustion
and Gas Turbine
Fossil

Steam

19yo

51 (15%)

Pumped Storage

Further exploration into the~possibility
of wireless
microwave transmission
of power to the ground over a
distance of approximately
10 to 15 miles is very intriguing.
Efficiencies over such distances are presently
less than 20% but with the proper emphasis perhaps considerable improvement is possible.

196”

(40%)

A study program is required to identify and trade off
the aforementioned methods of power transfer and others
which might appear feasible.

NUCkW

Attitude

*Frum: “Trends and Growth Projections of the Electric
dower Industry”; F. Stewart Brwm, F. P. C., October

TOTAL

Control and Station Keeping

(niillion

Due to the enormous volume associated with the
solar rug power station and the requirement it be located over a specific spot on the earth’s surface, a study
of attitude control is needed. The tethers or microwave
mtenm.~ must be properly located or focused at all times.
Further the station must be permitted to amend or descend as the need arises to stay out of unfavorable winds
or turbulances.

kw)

1261

Table 2
Solar Rug Weight Estimates

z

Helium Gas Pruification
Helium gas will tend to out diffuse from the mattress
and air will tend to enter. Some means of recovering the
diluted helium from the bags must be developed so that
the gas is purified for future use. A recycling manifold
system operated by personnel on the power station could
possibly do the job.

Helium “mattress”
53 X 53
5 mil polyethylene 100’ x 100’ x 100’

2,200

Aluminum

3,000

Life support

Power stations

This solar power station is envisioned to be manned
with mews which would stay on board for a week or more
at a time. Due to the extreme cold (-40 to -70°F) and
rare (0.1) atmosphere along with strong ultraviolet
radiation, the stationauts would have to be protected from
these elements. Life support would include some adaptation of the spaoe suits used by our astronauts utilizing
an air oompressor in place of an oxygen back pack.
Also, as a safety measure,
each suit would have a built
in parachute in the event of a fall. The chute could be
automatically
actuated by barometric pressure in the
event the stationaut should loose consciousness during
the fall.

Power conditioning- at 1 rO/kw

Other life support systems would have to be
to contain water and food provisions, work areas,
and sewage disposal. Much of the present space
nology could be used almost directly in the solar
station application.

Solar array

Tethers

at 0.1 Ib/ft2

frame,

wiring,

1,400

insulation

l,rmii
125

01‘ i-~wa”e antennas

Stabilization

1,000

and Control system

Life support - air compressors,
heat, sewzge

100
water,

1,075

Miscellaneous
T”tal

designed
housing
techpower
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10,000 tons
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SOLARARRAY MANUFACTURING

FIG.

BALLOON

GAC
APPROXIMATION
FORA STEPPED
CABLE
USING
ACCO
1X37X7
ROCKET
WIRE
IN WINTER
WIN0AT
100,000FT.
ALTITUDE.

SOLAR RUG MANUFACTURING

100,000
000 FEET OF 3/4” DIA.
B.S. = 100,000 LB. APPROX. WI. 5,340 LB.
,000 FEET OF 11/16” DIA.
B.S. = 83.700 LB. APPROX. WI. 8.050 LB.
0,000 FEET OF 5/8” DIA.
B.S.= 74,000 LB. APPROX. WI. 7,410 LB.
11,000 FEET OF 9/16” DIA.
B.S. = 59,800 LB. APPROX. WT. 6,570 LB.
13,000 FEEl OF l/2” DIA.
B.S. = 47,500 LB. APPROX. WT. 6,200 LB.
15,000 FEET OF 7/16” DIA.
B.S. = 36,200 LB. APPROX. WI. 5,450 LB.
41,000 FEET OF 3/E” DIA.
B.S. = 28,400 LB. APPROX. WT. 10,950 LB.
TOTAL LENGTH = 104,000 FEET
TOTAL WEIGHT = 49,970 LBS.
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